MARK-20-V COMMERCIAL AIR CLEANER
1,500 - 2,000 CFM - 1 unit covers approximately
10,000 cubic feet. Three (3) filter system includes prefiltration, 6 inches of HEPA media, and 18 pounds of
carbon.
In addition to providing a 95% high-efficiency HEPA filter
media, the MARK-20-V Commercial Smoke Eater utilizes 18
pounds of activated carbon in a V-Bank housing. Since
HEPA filters alone cannot remove gases, odors or particles
smaller than .3 microns, activated carbon is a necessary
requirement for truly clean air.
The MARK-20-V is an excellent choice when the need to
control tobacco smells is required - including cigar &
cigarette odors, and marijuana odors. Carbon can hold many times its weight in odor molecules and will
continue to remove smells for up to 1 full year. Activated carbon is also capable of adsorbing and retaining a
wide variety of chemicals and works extremely well under a wide range of temperature and humidity conditions.
It is recommended that the MARK-20-V Air Cleaner be installed in areas that have 12 foot ceiling heights, or
higher. The top of each unit is pre-drilled with (4) eye bolts 16" on center for easy installation. Installation
hardware also includes (4) "S" hooks, (4) eye lags and 20’ of industrial hanging wire. One (1) MARK-20-V unit is
recommended for every 10,000 Cu. Ft.
Capacity

Up to 2,000 Sq. Ft. | 10,000 Cu. Ft.

2-Speed

1,500 – 2,000 CFM

Mounting Options

Ceiling Mount | Wall Mount

Dimensions

36” L x 25” W x 25” H

Cabinet Finish Options

Black | White | Woodgrain | Cherry

Weight

187 lbs.

Electrical

9.0 Amps | 120V | 60Hz

Power Cord

10 ft., 3 prong grounded plug

Media

Includes 1 Year Supply of Filters;
(1) 6” HEPA Filter
(1) 18 lb. Carbon V-Bank Filter
(12) ½” Pre-Filters

Warranty

All systems carry a lifetime motor/blower warranty*

Certifications

All electrical components and fan motor are UL Listed and CSA Certified.

NOTE: The MARK-20-V is equipped with 4 eye bolts installed 16″ on center on top of each unit for easy installation. Also included are 4 “S”
hooks, 4 eye lags and industrial hanging wire. Plug in or hard wire.
*Lifetime Blower/Motor warranty applies if filters are changed as required and are purchased from Pure n Natural Systems, Inc.

Pure n Natural Systems, Inc.
www.purennatural.com
1-800-237-9199
email – helpdesk@purenatural.com

